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a great many mods exist for this game, and many of them are created by the community. to download, just google "age of empires 3 mod", or any variant thereof, and you will find tens of thousands of mods. a number of very good mods can be found on the community website. in age of empires iii, the player controls a civilization, which can be either european, american or asiatic. when the player begins the game, their
civilization is known as the great khmer empire. the civilization will be known as the great khmer empire when the first city is built. once the player builds the first city, the civilization will gain experience in the game. each city in the game will be governed by a local government. each local government can be controlled by one of three leaders, or none of the leaders. the player can also take control of a city by the leader of the

first city, or any one of the three leaders. the player can take control of any city by selecting the leader in the game menu. for example, if the player selected the leader of the town, then that city would not be under the control of the local government and the player could control it, but if the player selected any other leader, then that city would be under the control of the local government and the player could not control it. the
game's art direction was given an overhaul, with artists taking over the role of defining the look and feel of the game. [8] the game features a new art style, which ensemble studio's lead artist, dan amrich, says is the result of the developers wanting something "that's more fluid and more beautiful, and more modern and more natural. you're not going to see a game where you've got sharp angles everywhere." amrich felt that

the game's new art style would be more forgiving in the long run. artists used the same techniques as in the original age of empires, but with a greater degree of abstraction. because there are more units in the game, textures were scaled down to fit the graphical capabilities of the graphics card, leading to a more stylized look than the previous games. while the models are improved over the previous games, only units that were
new to the age of empires series were redone.
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the following are the differences between the following versions: 1. the deluxe edition version of the game. (accessible from the purchase of a game from the microsoft store). this includes the age of empires iii: the african crystals campaign. basic information type(s) expansion, video game developer(s)
ensemble studios, big huge games, macsoft games, robot entertainment publisher(s) microsoft game studios, macsoft games base video game (s) age of empires iii status(es) released series age of empires genre(s) real-time strategy media cd-rom, dvd-rom input keyboard, mouse platform (s) microsoft

windows and macos general features ratings technical information versions 1.0.3 1.1 main credits designer(s) bruce shelley, brian reynolds european release microsoft windows november2, 2007 macos august24, 2008 north american release microsoft windows october23, 2007 macos august5, 2008 awards
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